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THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH is 
suitably canopied — three huge tents 
un the outskirts of town. The big_one, 
the one with TouTTTn^nffiat' seats 
30,000 people, towers in the middle. 

In this big top the smell of sawdust 
hangs thick . . . cheers lighten the 

sweltering air — cheers for the lion 
tamers and trapeze artists and clowns 
in the middle three rings and for the 
stunning bareback riders in the outer 
ring, the Roman hippodrome. 

Suddenly there is a hush as the 
splendidly dressed ringmaster, with 
the accompaniment of a heavy drum 
roll, begins his introduction, the tra
ditional LADEEZ AND GENTLEMEN: 

The people know what he is an
nouncing. They have read the papers 
and they know that Phineas Taylor 

Barnum has recently acquired from 
the British, by hook and by crook, the 
hugest animal on the face of the earth, 
the largest elephant seen by modern 
man, the mighty Jumbo. 

They have seen the posters that bill 
him as a Feature Crushing All At
tempts At Fraud / The Towering Mon
arch Of His Mighty Race / Whose Like 
The World Will Never See Again. 

That's a tall order to fill and they 
wonder if any beast could truly reach 
the size claimed by the showman 
Barnum. 

But as the drum roll reaches a 
crescendo and the giant bull elephant 
begins slowly to pace the circle of 
the hippodrome, they sit up and gasp. 
Words fail them — he is unbelievable, 
yet there he is, striding before them 
with untold power and magnificent 
grace, literally dwarfing every living 
creature within the range of visual 
comparison. 

He was the largest elephant ever 
kept in captivity, a record tmdisputed, 
to the present day. 

* * * 
On his arrival in London in 1865 

the "elephantine toddler" was the 
first African elephant to be shown in 
England and he was given the name 
Jumbo when he was less than five 
feet tall. (It was his name which was 
given to outsize objects, not the 
other way around.) 

When the baby elephant's crate 
was opened he was found to be half 
starved, severely ill and near death. 
Assigned as one of Jumbo's caretakers 
was Matthew Scott, an underkeeper, 
who spent months nursing the>infant 
to glowing^ health. jumbo->aad.^Sc£iU_ 
became inseparable. 

As the years passed Jumbo grew 
steadily, both in height and in the 
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lumbo was devoted to his trainer Matthew Scott, whose hypnotic power over the elephant never wavered. 



esteem of the British people. He was 
totally devoted to his keeper and was 
so gentle he became the favorite 
riding animal in the London Zoo . . . 
"as gentle with children as the best-
trained poodle dog, taking the prof
fered biscuit or lump of sugar with 
an almost incredible delicacy of 
touch . . 

But by the early 1880s the zoo direc
tors were fearful that their 11-foot-tall 
jumbo, near adulthood, would soon 
fall victim to musth, a state of sexual 
frenzy that can drive an elephant 
berserk. |n such a state the gigantic 
Jumbo would do irreparable damage. 

Another problem was his devotion 
to Scott. Jumbo's affection for the 
man was such that he could not bear 
to be separated from him for a mo
ment. At night, when Scott was not 
there. Jumbo would throw tantrums 
that nearly wrecked the elephant 
house. 

Such was the situation when Bar
num, then 72, offered $10,000 for 
Jumbo. London delayed for just two 
days before the deal was closed and 
Jumbo was sold. 

When Barnum let the news break 
the story "burst like a bomb" on 
England and the reaction was a na
tional uproar, which delighted the 
showman. 

Editors lamented; John Ruskin 
wrote with firm Britannic iciness that 
England had not been in the habit of 
selling her pets; the Prince of Wales, 
the colorful Albert Edward, publicly 
condemned the transaction. And this 
furore was only the beginning. 

Jumbo's departure was delayed for\ 
- Q f i M l t . „ | ^ , j p j o n t h ^ , durina which 

Barnum happily reapedTurtner pu 
licity. He was aided in the slowdown 
by the stubbornness and cupidity of 
Matthew Scott. 

After one unsuccessful attempt by 
Barnum's William "Elephant Bill" 
Newman to coax Jumbo into a spe
cially constructed travelling cage, a 
second attempt was made on Feb. 12, 
1882. 

Bright and early. Jumbo plodded 
with his characteristic grace behind 
Scott down the gravel paths of the 
zoo to the entrance gate, thence to 
be led on foot to the dock from which 
he would embark. Halfway through 
the gate the animal stopped short and 
then backed nervously into the zoo 
grounds again. 

Scott, within earshot of a horde of 
reporters, began to scold the elephant 
coarsely. Jumbo caressed Scott pit-
eously with his trunk and moaned and 
whimpered so loudly that the birds 
in the nearby parrot house screeched 
in terror, starting up a wave of fright
ened tumult that reached to the far 
ends of the zoo. 

Then Scott, to all outward ap
pearances trying to calm the elephant, 
put his finger to his lips and abruptly 
jumbo groaned louder than ever and 
rolled over onto his side, seven tons 
of "immovable obstinacy". 

No one present knew that jumbo 
was trained to lie down at that parti-



1 object to my elephant drinking 
whisky," Barnum sputtered 
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cular signal. Scott was staging the 
entire business. 

Reporters, believing (wrongly) that 
the loudest din was being raised by a 
cow elephant, Alice, whom they 
believed (also wrongly) to be Jumbo's 
mate, sensed the news story of the 
year. They dashed off in hansom cabs 
to file their stories while Scott led 
Jumbo back to the zoo. 

As the public temper over Jumbo 
rose daily, so did the number of his 
visitors. One day in March, 1882, 
lumbo was seen by 4,626 sorrowing 
admirers (compared with a crowd of 
214 the same day a year before), many 
of whom brought gifts to the elephant 
which, naturally, were presented to 
his keeper. 

Therein lay one reason why Scott 
was delaying the removal for as long 
as possible. He was getting rich! 

Finally zoo officials saw through 
him and laid down the law to the 
troublesome underkeeper: Jumbo 
would be leaving England, with or 
without him. Scott chose to go along. 

Jumbo took the crossing well and 
consumed in transit some two tons 
of hay, two sacks of biscuits, three 

of oats and one sack of his favorite 
treat — onions. He arrived in New 
York on April 9. 

Scott had been hired by Barnum to 
continue as Jumbo's keeper since he 
was indispensable to control the 
animal. And Scott, as difficult as ever, 
demanded his own terms — and got 
them. 

When someone produced a quart 
of whisky the keeper unhesitatingly 
gave it to Jumbo. Barnum, a believer 
in temperance, was aghast. 

"I object to my elephant drinking 
whisky!" he sputtered. 

But Scott paid no attention to Bar
num. He gave Jumbo a chaser of ale 
and affirmed that the elephant got 
beer daily and, when feeling poorly, 
a medicinal dose of two gallons of 
whisky. 

When the Greatest Show on Earth 
went out on the road Jumbo proved 
he was a superb performer and a 
natural-born traveller, but his easy 
adjustment to the strenuous life was 
no doubt due to the continuous 
presence of Matthew Scott, whose 
hypnotic power over the elephant 
never wavered. 





They toured with the circus in their 
own private rail car, which Barnum 
liked to refer to as "Jumbo's Palace 
Car". It was an ornate boxcar, painted 
crimson and gold, with huge double 
doors in the middle section giving 
Jumbo easy access to his travelling 
home. 

Scott rode in a bunk near Jumbo's 
head and his compartment was sepa
rated from the elephant's by a small 
door which Jumbo never permitted 
to be closed. 

Whenever Jumbo felt lonely while 
Scott was sleeping, he would tease 
and annoy his keeper by groping 
through the door with his trunk and 
snatching such small articles as sheets 
and blankets. 

Man and beast still shared their 
daily quart of beer and the story is 
told that one night Scott forgot to 
share and guzzled the whole quart 
himself. 

Surprised and obviously hurt. Jum
bo waited until Scott was fast asleep 
before reaching through the door 
with his trunk and picking the rudely-
awakened Scott right out of his bed 
and setting him on the floor by the 

empty bottle. 
Scott never forgot again. 
So it went for two seasons — Jumbo 

enjoying his new life and Barnum 
raking in hundreds of thousands of 
dollars. 

In 1885, the show had its traditional 
Madison Square Garden opening on 
March 16 and from there it swung 
through New York, Pennsylvania, New 
England and Canada's Maritime prov
inces. 

After more than 100 stops covering 
some 8,000 miles, the circus train 
pulled into the town of St. Thomas, 
Ont., in the early hours of Sept. 15. 
As the train rolled into the Grand 
Trunk Railroad yards east of Wood-
worth Avenue, it was shifted to a 
siding. 

The mainline track ran in an east-
west direction; the siding that held the 
circus train was to the south of it, 
separated only by a few feet of gravel 
roadbed. On the north side of the 
track was a steep six-foot drop, at the 
bottom of which was a right-of-way 
fence and beyond that a vacant field 
where the big tops would be set up. 

As the long train stopped on the 



siding, workers uncoupled it near the 
middle, and the forward part was 
pulled up a few yards to make the 
unloading (and later the loading) of 
the animals faster by eliminating the 
long walk around the end of the train. 
Everything seemed routine. 

Halfway through the evening show 
the elephants performed their usual 
"military dri l l" after which, according 
to routine, 29 of them were to be 
taken back to the train and loaded 
for the trip to the next town. 

Fred R. Armes, the operator in 
charge of the Grand Trunk Railroad 
depot at St. Thomas that night, re
quested the circus men (or so it was 
later claimed) not to begin loading 
the elephants until 9:55 that night, 
long after a westbound express freight 
was due to pass through. Even then 
they were to wait for a yard crew and, 
as still another precaution, to use a 
designated crossing far up the track 
by the station. 
" But the impatient elephant hand
lers tore down a section of the right-
of-way fence directly between the 
huge tents and the circus train and 
proceeded early in the evening to 

march the elephants up the embank
ment, across the mainline track and 
into their cars. 

This left two of the show's elephants 
unloaded — the smallest, a dwarf 
clown elephant named Tom Thumb, 
and the largest, the towering Jumbo. 
They had been used to close the act 
and it was about 8:15 when Scott led 
them through the dismantled fence 
and up the embankment and walked 
eastward with them down the main 
track to the waiting cars. 

At about the same time the Grand 
Trunk's Special Freight, number 151, 
was nearing the St. Thomas rail yard, 
pulled by high-wheeled, diamond-
stacked locomotive, number 88. It 
was not scheduled to stop in St. 
Thomas and as it neared the rail yard 
it entered a downgrade and gained 
speed. 

To engineer William Burnip every
thing was going routinely. 

But as he scanned the track ahead 
he saw, in the pitifully weak light of 
the kerosene lamp above the cow
catcher, a hulking grey silhouette, a 
shade lighter than the surrounding 
night, looming over the raits. 



Scott, nearly in tears from fright, shouted: "Run Jumbo! Run!" 
As the train roared closer Burnip, 

thunderstruck, dimly perceived not 
one blur but two — elephants, plod
ding toward him! 

Reacting frantically, he lunged for 
the Johnson bar, throwing the engine 
mechanism into reverse, and blew 
three short blasts on the whistle for 
brakes. It was two years before the 
installation of the Westinghouse air 
brake, so all the braking had to be 
done manually by the brakemen, who 
turned the great handwheels at the 
end of each boxcar. 

Slowly, car by car, the wheels 
locked with a banshee screech, shoot
ing glowing sparks high in the air, as 
did the high wheels of the locomotive, 
now churning backward as the engine 
reversed itself. 

But Burnip must have known the 
situation was hopeless. The feeble 
headlamp had not reflected the dull 
grey hides of the elephants until it 
was too late and, moreover, the train 
was still gaining speed on the down
grade. 

As Scott and the two elephants 
were opposite the flagman, Scott's 
ears picked up the shriek of the train 
whistle — the three short blasts that 
meant emergency brakes. 

At once he turned to the flagman: 
"What line is that train on?" he de
manded. 

The flagman stood stiff with horror: 
"My God! It's on our track!" 

The dim kerosene lamp became 
visible, the rumble more audible and 
the flagman, recovering, began to 
sprint toward it, waving his lantern 
desperately. 

Exactly what happened next is, to 
the present day, not definitely known 
and several totally irreconcilable ver
sions have been published. 

Some 40 years later a Barnum and 
Bailey circus clown with a fine sense 
of the dramatic said that Jumbo stood 
his ground, facing the oncoming 
freight, bellowing with rage. 

"1 happen to know," he wrote, 
"that Jumbo was a big, obsjtinate 
brute and was killed by his refusal to 
get out of the way of a fast freight." 

The depot master, Fred Armes, had 
the irascible and stupid jumbo charg
ing the oncoming express freight, 
trumpeting in anger, trying to knock 
it off the tracks. 

But his account appeared when 
Barnum was suing The Grand Trunk 
line for $100,000 and the road's of
ficials had ample time to remind 
Armes that the fastest way to absolve 
the company of guilt in the accident 
would be to say that Jumbo had 
thundered into a vicious, unprovoked 
charge at the innocent freight train. 

But what actually happened, as far 
as can be determined, was unro-
mantic. 

Scott, nearly in tears from fright. 

aged to turn the elephants around on 
the track and Jumbo, sensing the 
danger he was in, set off down the 
track as fast as he could, waving his 
trunk in the air, roaring and screech
ing as he had never done in his life. 

Tom Thumb, the clown elephant, 
followed Scott and Jumbo at his best 
speed but jumbo's long legs soon 
outdistanced the little dwarf and he 
fell rapidly behind. 

Scott was running beside Jumbo, 
desperately urging the beast to run 
down the steep embankment to safety, 
but jumbo refused to try it. Instead 
he tried instinctively to outdistance 
the train but, sadly for him, elephants 
are incapable of genuine running — 
they can only walk fast — so he was 
doomed to lose. 

Scott saw that there was no chance 
of reaching the end of the circus train 
and ducking behind it — the express 
would catch them long before that. 
But there was the break where two 
cars had been uncoupled to let the 
animals pass through. 

Yes, the break! If he could get 
Jumbo to stop and turn through the 
break it would be all right; it wasn't 
far ahead. 

When they were at last three car-
lengths from the narrow opening, the 
speeding express train crashed into 
Tom Thumb, who had been lagging 
farther and farther behind. 

The cowcatcher caught him low on 
the hind legs and spun him off the 
track, down the embankment into a 
telephone pole and finally into a 
fence, his leg broken. 

When Jumbo and Scott WnaHy 
reached the breach, Scott stopped and 
called at the top if his lungs to the 
madly trumpeting Jumbo to follow 
him through the break but the seven-
ton animal's tremendous momentum 
carried him two cars past the opening 
before he understood and could stop 
to turn. 

Just as he stopped and before he 
could turn around, the locomotive 
slammed into his backside, jumbo 
went to his knees and the train skid
ded off the rails with such driving 
force that it shoved him violently 
under the heavy iron wheel-carriage 
of a circus car. 

Circus men pulled the crippled Torn 
Thumb to his feet and helped hirn 
down the tr'ack. He would live, 
though he would limp for the rest of 
his days. 

Scott was stunned as he approached 
the crumpled body of his companion 
of 20 years, jumbo was still conscious. 

When Scott crawled under the car 
by the huge, lacerated head to comfort 
the groaning animal, jumbo took his 
hand in his trunk, as if he understood, 
and died. 

Barnum was not prepared to let 
death cheat him of the money that 
would have been paid by future 
visitors to the elephant, (lumbo was 
valued at $150,000 but Barnum didn't 
have him insured for nearly that 
amount). 

He would have lumbo stuffed and 
continue to exhibit him, in his "mu
seum". He gave the impression that 
this was a brilliant spur-of-the-mo
ment counter to fate, but actually 
Barnum had long before arranged to 
have lumbo's hide and skeleton 
mounted in the event of some mishap. 

Special wagons were designed and 
the two lumbos —ihe 2.400-pound, 
n-foot-7-inch tall .skeleton and t h e " 
1,538-pound, 12-foot tall skin — led 
the grand parade for the next two -
.seasons, followed by Jumbo's "wid
ow", Alice, and her entire herd of 
attendants, trained to hold black-
trimmed sheets in their trunks and 
wipe their eyes. 

By the winter of 1887-88, however, 
Barnum was ready to drop the Jumbo 
theme from his Greatest Show on 
Earth. In a typical gesture he donated 
the great skeleton to the Museum of 
Natural History in New York and the 
stuffed skin to Tufts University near ^ 
Boston, of which he was a founder 
and trustee. 

The morose little Matthew Scott 
followed lumbo to the university. 
Unable to accept the fact that the 
elephant was really dead, he became 
pathetically dotty. Often he was seen 
sitting by the gigantic stuffed figure, 
dusting it and talking to it. 

Later, it appears from available 
evidence, he returned penniless to 
England and dropped out of sights 
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